CSR and Public Private Partnership
“The Village has given so much, we have to” repay it.”
BADI RUNAM THEERCHUKUNDAM
MAA VURI SREE MANTHUDU………….
“The Village has given so much, we have to ”
repay it.” This is a famous line in a movie that
enthralled the audience. Here is such a befitting
story, but a real one in nature that brought
exponential changes across all corners of life in
the village. His metamorphosis journey from a
poor family background to an Industrialist phase
and his philanthropy is the state of highest
inspiration that everyone need to internalize.
Here the Hero is Sri Yarnagula Sudharshana
Rao garu, an alumni, mentor, entrepreneur
and prominent donor of the Zilla Parishad
High School, Laxminarsupeta. A Common

Sri. Yarnagula Sudarshana Rao garu

Man’s story that is unique in any quantum.
Hailing from an absolute poor family, Sri Yarnagula

Sudharshana Rao garu born in 1960 in

Laxminarsupeta, an agrarian village that is adjacent to the river Vamshadhara. He completed his SSC in
Z.P.H School, Laxminarsupeta in the Year 1975.

He had his technical qualification in tool designing

before landing himself in Chennai to prove his mettle. He carved his life magnificently by systematic and
disciplined hard work. He crossed many odds to pave his life in an entrepreneurial equation. His
businesses world expanded from manufacturing Automobile parts to Supermarket & Warehousing Racks,
from Tools & Dies to Amusement equipment such as 5D theatres.
“The School taught me everything. These lawns are the learning platforms. I derived everything from
it. I am indebted to it” he shares very happily. His stint with school - all round development was started
in the year 2014 with School Alumni Meeting. He was deeply distressed by the School situation. The
school sans everything. The buildings were dilapidated, roofs were broken, no boundary wall, no
connected water taps, pathetic flooring, no sitting benches, no toilets, no digital rooms,
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Old dilapidated buildings of ZPH School, L.N.Peta
His first announcement was 6 lakhs for providing basic amenities to the School. No sooner than his
announcement, development works were also initiated on war footing way. His strength lies in
garnering the support of the village in any

clinched the opportunity. Children were treated

initiative that benefits this Saraswathi Nilayam.

as Kings and queens during the entire period of

He transformed his self propelled development

stay in Chennai, which was from

as the community oriented initiative. Within the

28th September 2017. They were exposed to

span of 3 years, the school accumulated

various developmental and cultural arenas.

everything. Entire picture of the School was

23rd –

His activities were not only limited to the School

changed spanning from Digital Classroom to

boundaries but also spread to village also. He

School toilets running water, from boundary wall

believes that “School is the resemblance of the

connected refurbished classrooms to plantations,

Society and vice versa”. He took up the cause of

from adopting the poor children to giving the

“Swatcha Bharat” and initiated a series of

toppers an opportunity to go by flight. In fact he

interventions to arrest Open Defecation. Played a

left no corner in the School without

keen role in the construction of IHHLs. Tree

development. Nearly 23 lakhs were spent merely

Saplings from famous Kadiyam Nursaries

for School development.

brought and disseminated to the villagers to

During the academic years of 2016-17, he

make the village green. Community Hall was

announced 5 day Chennai voyage by flight to the

constructed by his sole initiative. Youth were

toppers of the 10th Class students. This really

grouped and channelized their energies for the

worked like a mantra among the students, that

cause of the village development. Sport

culminated in sportive competition. This

materials were supplied to them. He spares

resulted in 100% result. Two students and a

valuable time from his busy schedule and visits

Teacher from ZPHS, LN Peta and three girl

the village every one month to take stock of the

children and a teacher from KGBV, L.N.Peta

developmental initiatives.
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In & around Greenery
Refurbished Classrooms

Plantation
Stressing the importance of the ICT and its usage, he donated Computers and other accessories to the
Panchayat, L.N.Peta, M.P.P School, L.N.Peta and Z.P.H School, L.N.Peta. Full swing Digital Classroom

Digital Classroom

ZPHS, LN Peta Science Lab
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